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hs#4
Mars circe
0.2;1.1;...

C+ (4+11)

1) Rolf Kohring:
1. ... d1=R 2. Sg6 Rd5 3. Sd3 h×g6 4. Rh2+ R×h2#
1. ... d1=B 2. Sce6 Bf3 3. Se2 d×e6 4. Rd2+ Q×d2#
Creation of a black rook-rook / queen-bishop battery by promotion in rook
/ bishop; anticipatory move of the white knight for a later sacrifice; interference of the black rook / bishop after leaving the first rank; line opening by
capturing the white knight; firing of the black battery to capture the check
giving white rook; exchange of functions between the white knights.
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hs#3
Mars circe
0.2;1.1;...

C+ (4+9)

2) Rolf Kohring:
1. ... Sd2 2. S×d2 Rb7 3. Bb5+ Qa1#
1. ... Sc3 2. S×c3 Sb7 3. Bg2+ Rd1#
Masked black reciprocal rook - queen battery and masked white bishop rook battery in the diagram position; unmasking of both batteries by moving
away of the black knight which is immediately captured by the white knight,
thereby interference of a black line; opening of the black line (which is not
blocked by the white knight) by the black rook / knight which moves to b7
as a block; interference of a black line by the white bishop, thereby firing of
the white battery which is answered by firing the black reciprocal battery.
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hs#4
Mars circe
0.2;1.1;...
= Eagle

C+ (4+14)

X

3) Rolf Kohring:
1. ... EAb3 2. e8=Q Bc5 3. Rc4 Sg1 4. Q×d2+ Rd1#
1. ... EAh6 2. e8=B Bd6 3. Rd4 Sb1 4. B×e2+ Rf1#
Line opening by the black eagle; pinning of a black knight by promotion
in queen / bishop; anticipatory interference by the black bishop; block by
the white rook; anticipatory interference by the black knight; check of the
white queen / bishop by capturing the black knight can only be answered
by the checkmate of the black rook by occupation of the initial square of
the white queen / bishop; exchange of functions between the black knights,
ODT, harmonic solutions. The anticipatory interferences by the black bishop
/ black knight prevent the black mate from being defended by the move of
the white rook on the 8. rank / capture of the black rook by the white rook,
the black eagle prevents the black mate from being defended by the white
king capturing the black rook due to a self-chess.
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hs#3
Mars circe
b) a2

C+ (5+11)



4) Rolf Kohring:
a) 1. R×b1 b×c6 2. Rb7 Sf6 3. Bg3+ B×b7#
b) 1. B×d3 Sf6 2. Bf5 b×c6 3. Qg3+ B×f5#
Ambush of the white rook / bishop by capture to the line which is opened by
the black pawn / knight allowing white to reach the desired square b7 / f5;
firing of the white battery by moving the front battery piece onto the block
field g2; the black bishop captures the white battery rear piece, so the black
king mates; reciprocal white moves on the first and second moves; Forsberg
twin.
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  # 

hs#3.5
C+ (3+11)
Mars circe
b) f7 →g7



5) Rolf Kohring:
a) 1. ... Rc5 2. B×a6 Rd7 3. Bc4 g1=Q 4. Ra3+ R×a3#
b) 1. ... Rd5 2. B×h6 Re7 3. Bd2 g1=B 4. Rh4+ R×h4#
Block of the flight square c5 / d5 of the white king by the black rook; capture
of the black pawn a6 / h6 by the white bishop which then opens the a- /
h-file and at the same time blocks the line of the black rook to the 1st row;
creation of a black battery by means of anticipatory interference of the line of
the rear piece by the black rook h7 and subsequent creation of the rear piece
by promotion into a queen / bishop; firing of the black battery by capturing
the white rook.
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hs#3
C+ (5+10)
Mars circe
b) c4 →b4
= Gnu

I

6) Rolf Kohring:
a) 1. GNg6 d1=B 2. GNh8 Bb3 3. GNc2+ S×h6#
b) 1. GNf5 d1=R 2. GNg8 Rd3 3. GNd2+ R×h6#
Creation of a black battery by promotion of the d2 pawn into a bishop / rook
which critically moves across the square c2 / d2 for the interference of the
black queen line; occupation of the rebirth square of the black rook / knight
by the white gnu h4 so that the correct black battery can fire; firing of the
white gnu-rook battery by occupying the critical square c2 / d2, so black can
only defend by capturing the rear piece of the white battery, which fires the
black knight-bishop / rook-rook battery.

